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Introduction
Real world systems rely heavily on reward functions to operate
correctly. Take for instance the reward of an autonomous vehicle:
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Methodology

Finding Edge Cases
Our goal: we want to find an edge case --- an environment where the current reward design will
fail. In such environments, the rewards that are likely in the robot‘s current belief would lead to
contradictory behavior

1. Inferring Belief from Proxy Design: Inverse Reward Design [Hadfield-Menell 17]
Probabilistic designer model:
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Inverse reward design model:

Traditional Design Process:
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Proposal:
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2. Belief Update: Particle Filter [Ratner 18]
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3. Maximal Information Objective [Gal 16, Houlsby 11]
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We propose that the AI system needs to not take the specified
reward for granted, but rather have uncertainty about what the
reward is, and account for the future iterations as future
evidence it will receive. To that end, we propose Assisted
Reward Design Process.

Left: visualizations of the features used for the autonomous driving task.
Right: distribution of the proposed environments. Development environments
(blue) and deployment (pink) are plotted based on their difficulties. We would like
to tackle more long-tail environments, and Assisted Reward Design (orange) finds
environments that are more likely to be edge-cases, compared to the passive
baseline (grey).

Assistive Reward Design:

Results
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• Upper right: the regret in proposed environments. Higher value (better) means that the
proposed environment is more likely to be an edge case for the existing reward designs.
• Left: when we run Assisted Reward Design in an iterative manner, it speeds up reward design
process and generates higher quality rewards compared to passive baseline.
• Right: top proposal environments from Assisted Reward Design.
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Conclusion
We contribute an AI-assisted reward design method that speeds up the design process
by actively proposing edge case environments. We test this method in an autonomous
driving task, and find that it more quickly improves the car’s behavior in held-out
environments, and iteratively proposes environments that are ”edge cases” for the
current reward.

Dev & Test

How does this formulation lead to design assistance?

Hard brake and stopped.

A naive agent would passively estimate the reward from
observations so far, and not contribute to the design process.
An active agent can and should account for the future iterations
of the reward as future observations. The agent can then act to
make these observations more informative, by exposing the
designer to environments where revisions are most likely
needed and will have high expected information gain.
Rather than letting the designer eventually encounter edge-case
environments, our method proposes candidate environments
and asks for reward revisions, inserting itself in the loop of the
design process.

Car crashed.

Future directions:
• Leverage real world datasets and generative models to generate more complex and
realistic environments.
• Provide formal guarantees for information-based objective in finding edge cases.
• Assisted reward design requires expert users with design experience. Ideally, we
would like to enable end users to modify reward functions. To that end, we are
interested in other input sources such as natural language, etc.

